The modern view of traditional design emphasizes clean lines, lighter finishes and the dramatic use of color to infuse energy into the room. The look replaces formality with a decidedly more inviting and approachable aesthetic. The Avondale collection takes classic design elements and transforms them using a crisp white finish, bright color palettes and bold fabric patterns. This creative approach takes traditional design in an exciting new direction, promising a fashionable, sophisticated, yet approachable take on luxury living today.
Bedroom

415-144C
Arlington Platform Bed, King
82W 88.25L 64H in.

415-624
Fox River Bachelor's Chest
42W 18.75D 32H in.
The Arlington bed features graceful lines, tufted or button-tufted upholstered panel, sheltered by soft returns on each end, withrenched center panels on the side rails and footboard. The standard fabric on the headboard, as shown, is called Sebring, which is a woven chenille in an artic white coloration. The bed is also available in any fabric or customer’s own material to customize the look.
Avondale offers three distinctive nightstand options. Shown below is the 42-inch Fox River chest. The design features a soft bowfront and pendant hardware in a polished nickel finish.

On the opposite page, the 26-inch wide Abbey Springs night table offers a smaller profile, with open storage and a drawer below. The open storage space features dimmable touch LED lighting.
The 35-inch Tamera nightstand, with its graceful bowfront design, offers ample storage with three drawers featuring textured veneer fronts and custom hardware in a polished nickel finish. On the opposite page, the Inverness upholstered bed showcases a clean transitional look with a wood-framed upholstered panel, standard in the Westcott pattern, which is a linen construction in a winter wheat coloration. The upholstered panel is also available in any fabric or customer’s own material for a custom look.

415-621 Tamera Nightstand
34.75W 18.5D 30H in.

415-952 Hoffman End Table
18W 18D 23.5H in.

7291-23AA Hampstead Settee
60W 25.5D 33H in.

415-134C Inverness Upholstered Bed, King
79.75W 85.5L 68H in.
Inverness Custom Upholstered Headboard, Twin
41.25W 2.5D 60H in.

Fox River Bachelor’s Chest
42W 18.75D 32H in.

The Inverness upholstered bed is also offered as a headboard only in twin, queen and king sizes. Shown here as a twin pair in a custom fabric, the setting demonstrates the remarkable visual impact of layering rich color into the room. The white Alabaster finish encourages creative self-expression and the ability to personalize the look using virtually any palette.
The 69-inch Silver Lake dresser and 45-inch Danielle drawer chest feature a graceful bowfront design, textured corner drawer fronts and polished nickel hardware. All drawers in Avondale have soft-touch self-closing drawer guides. Above the dresser is the 42-inch diameter Carreno round mirror, whose frame features raised fretwork in a transitional geometric design.
The Avondale collection offers a striking assortment of occasional chair designs, which add a layer of color and texture to the bedroom. On exposed wood frames, the Alabaster finish encourages the use of any color palette. These frames are also available in other custom finishes at no additional charge. Note the decorative fringe detail on the Kempton tufted swivel chair to the right. These special tailoring options offer a bespoke look to upholstered seating, further personalizing the design of any room.

**LL1601-11 Opal Leather Chair**
- 27.5W 28D 40.5H in.
Dining Room

- **415-877**
  - Vernon Hills Rectangular Dining Table
  - 80W 44D 29.5H in.

- **415-880-01**
  - Darien Upholstered Side Chair
  - 21W 25.75D 39.5H in.

- **415-881-01**
  - Darien Upholstered Arm Chair
  - 24.25W 25.75D 39.5H in.

- **415-852**
  - Oak Creek Buffet
  - 72.75W 18.5D 34H in.
The refined design of the Vernon Hills dining table features gently rounded ends, elegantly tapered legs, and polished nickel ferrules. The 80-inch table extends to 120-inches with two 20-inch leaves.

The clean transitional design of the Darien arm and side chairs are accentuated by spaced nailhead trim in polished nickel. The side chairs are shown here in the standard Sebring pattern—a woven chenille in an antic white coloration. The arm chairs are shown in a custom fabric, illustrating the extent to which the designs can be personalized through the use of pattern and color.
The 73-inch Oak Creek buffet - a signature item in the collection, features a transitional geometric fretwork design on the door fronts.

Behind each pair of doors is a felt-lined storage drawer and two adjustable shelves. One of the drawers is divided for silver storage. There is also a grommet behind each pair of doors to accommodate wire management when the piece is used as a media cabinet.

415-852 Oak Creek Buffet
72.75W   18.5D   34H in.
415-881-01
Darien Upholstered Arm Chair
24.25W   25.75D   39.5H in.
415-880-01
Darien Upholstered Side Chair
21W   25.75D   39.5H in.
Scaled at 48-inches wide and 92-inches tall, the Lakeshore curio makes a significant design statement as a single unit or in pairs. The piece has glass doors and end panels, with five adjustable tempered glass shelves. Dimmable touch LED lighting strips on the top and sides of the piece serve to highlight the contents behind the glass, making it the perfect anchor item for any room.

The Lakeshore curio comes standard with an Alabaster white back panel as a 415-864. Two contrasting color back panels are also available as an option with the curio. For the soft sky-blue back panel, the item number is 415-864LB. For the taupe back panel, the item number is 415-864TP. This flexibility offers the opportunity to customize the look of the piece.
The Geneva arm and side chairs offer a stylish, fashionable designer look to dining room seating. Bespoke tailoring includes hourglass pleating on the outside back, bridged with a decorative buckle in polished nickel. Deep comfort chair backs offer extra exceptional comfort while complementing the graceful shape of the dining table. Chairs are shown here with the 54-inch diameter Bloomfield Round Dining Table in the standard Sebring pattern, but are also available in any custom fabric or customer's own material. The dining table design is also available in a 60-inch size on the following spread.
The 60-inch Lombard round dining table offers a classic silhouette, with a flared pedestal base and custom ferrules in polished nickel. The design is also available in a 54-inch diameter for smaller spaces or for use as a dramatic center table. The Geneva dining chairs are shown here in a custom fabric application. The standard fabric is shown on the previous spread.

The 65-inch Cedar Lake sideboard features a handsome design with exceptional functionality for the dining room. The open area at the top provides easy access to key serving items while four doors below offer concealed storage. Behind each door is one adjustable shelf. Note the elegant pendant hardware in polished nickel. Shown above the piece is the Hyde rectangular mirror. Featuring a transitional Pan-Asian design, the mirror can be used vertically or horizontally.

415-205
Hyde Rectangular Mirror
37.5W 1D 52.5H in.

415-869
Cedar Lake Sideboard
64.75W 18.75D 35H in.

415-883
Geneva Upholstered Arm Chair
24W 26.5D 41H in.

415-875C
Lombard Round Dining Table
60 diameter 29.5H in.
415-895
Northbrook Counter Stool
17W   17D   24H in.

415-896
Northbrook Bar Stool
18W   18D   30H in.

The Northbrook counter and bar stools offer a bold transitional design statement. The silhouette features spaced decorative nailhead trim around the seat and a cross stretcher and ferrules at the base. The nailhead trim, stretchers and ferrules are all finished in polished nickel, giving the piece an eye-catching sparkle. The standard fabric is Sebring, shown at the lower left, but the designs are also available in any custom fabric, leather or customer’s own material. The special teal embossed leather (9019-21) is an example of the visual impact that color and texture can make in the design of a room.
Living Room

1848-11 Gatewick Chair
26.5W 28.5D 32H in.

7600-33 Chambers Sofa
82W 36.5D 35H in.

415-955 Carrington End Table
21W 25D 24H in.
The fresh transitional design of the Riverdale cocktail table features acrylic posts, an inset glass top and mirrored bottom shelf. The polished stainless Steel Savino accent table has an interesting bracketed corner design with an intersecting cross-stretcher base and patterned tempered glass top.

On the opposite page, the Gatewick chair features pierced transitional fretwork on a barrel-back design. The chair is shown in the Sanibel upholstery finish, which complements the Alabaster finish on Avondale casegoods items.
The Elmhurst bar is another signature design in the collection. Traditional geometric fretwork on the bifold doors frames a piece of statement hardware in polished nickel. Behind the doors are a mirrored back panel, three adjustable glass shelves, a mirrored stationary shelf, two storage drawers, and a pull-out serving shelf. The piece features touch LED lighting with a dimmer switch.
The Dover chair offers a fresh transitional interpretation of the classic wing chair, with an exposed wood frame available in your choice of finish options. Shown here in the Sanibel finish, the silhouette is standard with a kidney pillow, offering lumbar cushioning and the opportunity to showcase contrasting fabrics.

On the opposite page, the 52-inch Bedford Park hall chest showcases a sweeping bowfront profile, textured veneer on the doors, and signature custom hardware with a polished crystal inset in the top.

1782-11AA Dover Chair
28W 33D 44H in.

415-205 Hyde Rectangular Mirror
37.5W 1D 52.5H in.

415-973 Bedford Park Hall Chest
52.5W 19.25D 34H in.
Today’s new interpretation of traditional design emphasizes clean lines, lighter finishes and the use of pattern and color to add energy to a room. Shown here, the winter white Clarendon upholstered cocktail ottoman lends continuity to the look, pulling together the Alabaster finish on casegoods, and the Sanibel finish on upholstered pieces.
The 82-inch Brookline sofa features strong transitional lines, with a single cushion bench seat and three-cushion back. Tapered legs, shown here in the Sanibel finish, are available in any upholstery finish to customize the look.

7926-33
Brookline Sofa
82W 38D 35H in.

415-944
Clarendon Upholstered Cocktail Table
48W 48D 17H in.

415-955
Carrington End Table
21W 27D 24H in.

1782-11
Dover Chair
28W 33D 44H in.
The 48-inch square Clarendon cocktail ottoman features a striking bracket corner design with a mirrored serving tray in the center. The piece is available exclusively in a winter white faux leather with double saddle stitching and spaced nailhead trim around the base.

The Nash chair offers a dramatic silhouette with chair-and-a-half scaling. The standard throw pillow adds the potential to showcase contrasting fabrics. Note the customization of the contrast seat and front deck panel.
The Glenwood cocktail and end table offer a clean transitional look, with a stationary glass shelf, mirrored bottom shelf and plinth base. The Signac sofa (7985-33) features a transitional scooped arm with a double row of nailhead trim, along with nailhead trim around the base.

415-953
Glenwood End Table
22W 28D 24H in.

7985-33
Signac Sofa
87.5W 43D 37.5H in.

415-943
Glenwood Cocktail Table
52W 32D 18H in.

7239-11SW
Robertson Swivel Chair
32W 32D 28.5H in.
7985-33
Sighac Sofa
87.5W  43D  37.5H in.

7230-115W
Robertson Swivel Chair
32W  32D  26.5H in.

415-955
Carrington End Table
31W  25D  24H in.

7627-11
Kempton Chair
32.5W  36D  36.1H in.
The Vaughan ottomans, with their distinctive x-base are shown here with decorative fringe as an option. The ottomans are shown on the following spread without the fringe. These designs work beautifully as bed benches, in front of a sofa, or for additional seating.

1872-44
Vaughan Ottoman
32W 18D 18.5H in.

7985-33
Signac Sofa
87.5W 41D 37.5H in.

415-943
Glenwood Cocktail Table
52W 32D 18H in.

415-953
Glenwood End Table
22W 28D 24H in.
The 60-inch Hampstead settee is perfectly scaled for use in the bedroom or in pairs. The single cushion bench seat and elegant saber arm design offer a clean transitional look in any fabric application. The 18-inch square Hoffman metal accent table sparkles in polished stainless steel with an inset mirrored top.
The Piper and Robertson swivel chairs feature a unique metal plinth base in brushed nickel. The Robertson design has a unique cut pattern on the outside back that looks striking when contrast welts are applied. Shown here in leather, both silhouettes are offered in fabric as well.
The 72-inch Hamilton media console has a unique design featuring curved ends to display decorative accessories. A pair of sliding doors have textured center joints and pendant hardware in polished nickel. There is an adjustable glass shelf on either end. The center compartment has one adjustable wooden shelf with a storage drawer beneath.
The 82-inch Brookfield media console offers ample storage with four full-extension drawers featuring textured veneer fronts. Four open compartments provide easy access for components or a display area for decorative accessories.
ALABASTER - SERIES 415
A crisp linen white finish on maple veneers.

TEXTURED VENEER
Patterns featured on door and drawer fronts.

POLISHED NICKEL
Featured on metal designs and custom hardware.

FINISHES

STANDARD FABRICS

220811 WESTCOTT
A linen construction in a winter wheat coloration, with an extremely soft hand. Contents: 64% Acrylic, 17% Polyester, 4% Viscose.

221811 SEBRING
A tightly woven chenille construction in an artic white coloration. Contents: 100% Polyester.

154811 CARRINGTON
An artic white faux leather with an extremely supple hand. Contents: 100% Polypropylene.

DINING TABLE CONFIGURATIONS

HARDWARE

415-875C Vernon Hills Rectangular Dining Table

415-875C Bloomfield Round Dining Table

415-875C Lombard Round Dining Table
**BEDROOM**

**2-1311HB Inverness Custom Upholstered Headboard**
3/3 Twin
41.25W x 2.5D x 66H in.
Wood framed slightly padded upholstered headboard available only in standard fabrics.
220811 Westcott - A linen construction in a winter wheat coloration, with an extremely soft hand. Content: 64% Acrylic.
134FBSR Footboard/Side Rails/Support System required to complete bed.

**2-1311C Inverness Custom Upholstered Headboard**
3/3 Twin
41.25W x 2.5D x 66H in.
Wood framed slightly padded upholstered headboard available only in standard fabrics.
220811 Westcott - A linen construction in a winter wheat coloration, with an extremely soft hand. Content: 64% Acrylic.
134FBSR Footboard/Side Rails/Support System required to complete bed.

**2-1313C Inverness Upholstered Bed**
6/6 King
76.75W x 85.5L x 68H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**3-1313C Inverness Upholstered Bed**
6/6 King
76.75W x 85.5L x 68H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**144-1314C Arlington Upholstered Bed**
6/0 California King
78W x 2.75D x 64H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**144-1313C Arlington Upholstered Bed**
6/0 California King
78W x 2.75D x 64H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1311C Inverness Upholstered Headboard**
5/0 Queen
63.25W x 2.5D x 66H in.
Wood framed slightly padded upholstered headboard available only in standard fabrics.
220811 Westcott - A linen construction in a winter wheat coloration, with an extremely soft hand. Content: 64% Acrylic.
134FBSR Footboard/Side Rails/Support System required to complete bed.

**415-1311B Inverness Upholstered Headboard**
5/0 Queen
63.25W x 2.5D x 66H in.
Wood framed slightly padded upholstered headboard available only in standard fabrics.
220811 Westcott - A linen construction in a winter wheat coloration, with an extremely soft hand. Content: 64% Acrylic.
134FBSR Footboard/Side Rails/Support System required to complete bed.

**415-1313B Inverness Upholstered Headboard**
6/6 King
76.75W x 85.5L x 68H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered headboard available only in standard fabrics.
220811 Westcott - A linen construction in a winter wheat coloration, with an extremely soft hand. Content: 64% Acrylic.
134FBSR Footboard/Side Rails/Support System required to complete bed.

**415-1313C Inverness Upholstered Headboard**
6/6 King
76.75W x 85.5L x 68H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered headboard available only in standard fabrics.
220811 Westcott - A linen construction in a winter wheat coloration, with an extremely soft hand. Content: 64% Acrylic.
134FBSR Footboard/Side Rails/Support System required to complete bed.

**415-1314C Inverness Upholstered Bed**
6/0 California King
78W x 2.75D x 64H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1314B Inverness Upholstered Bed**
6/0 California King
78W x 2.75D x 64H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1314C Inverness Upholstered Bed**
6/0 California King
78W x 2.75D x 64H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1431C Arlington Upholstered Bed**
6/6 King
76.75W x 85.5L x 68H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1431B Arlington Upholstered Headboard**
6/6 King
76.75W x 85.5L x 68H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered headboard available only in standard fabrics.
220811 Sebring - A slightly woven chenille construction in an antique white coloration. Content: 100% Polyester. Headboard has a slightly wing shape that flares at base with embossed textured framing. Wood framed footboard and side rails with embossed textured panels. Tapered feet. Headboard 76W x 17.25D x 64H in. Footboard 78W x 2.75D x 17H in. Overall length 88.25 in. Bottom of side rails to floor 6.5 in. Bottom of box springs to floor 9.25 in. Consists of:
144FBSR Headboard
144FBSR Footboard/Side Rails/Support System 6/6 California King
Shown on pages 4, 5, 6, and 7.

**415-1431C Arlington Upholstered Bed**
6/6 King
76.75W x 85.5L x 68H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1441C Arlington Platform Bed**
6/6 King
82W x 17D x 64 in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1441B Arlington Upholstered Bed**
6/0 California King
82W x 17D x 64 in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1441C Arlington Platform Bed**
6/0 California King
82W x 17D x 64 in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1441B Arlington Upholstered Bed**
6/0 California King
82W x 17D x 64 in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-1441C Arlington Platform Bed**
6/0 California King
82W x 17D x 64 in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-201 Carreno Round Mirror**
Plate 34.75 diameter x .25 inch thick,
415-205 Hyde Rectangular Mirror
34.75W x 1D x 52.5H in.

**415-205 Hyde Rectangular Mirror**
34.75W x 1D x 52.5H in.
Bowfront profile with 5 drawers featuring embossed textured fronts and bracket feet.

**415-209-21 Carreno Round Mirror**
Plate 34.75 diameter x .25 inch thick,
1.25 inch bevel

**415-233 Silver Lake Triple Dresser**
68.75W x 20.5D x 36H in.
Bowfront profile with drawers featuring embossed textured fronts and bracket feet.

**415-307 Danielle Drawer Chest**
44.75W x 20.5D x 54H in.
Bowfront profile with 5 drawers featuring embossed textured fronts and bracket feet.

**415-621 Tamera Nightstand**
34.75W x 18.5D x 30H in.
Bowfront profile with 5 drawers featuring embossed textured fronts and bracket feet.

**415-44C Arlington Platform Bed**
6/0 California King
78W x 2.25L x 64H in.
Wood framed button-tufted upholstered bed frame required to complete bed.

**415-232 Silver Lake Dresser**
68.75W x 20.5D x 54H in.
Bowfront profile with 6 drawers featuring embossed textured fronts and bracket feet.

**415-231 Cameo Round Mirror**
Diameter 30 in.
Bowfront profile with 2 drawers featuring embossed textured fronts and bracket feet.

**415-230 Cameo Rectangular Mirror**
25.25W x .75D x 37.5H in.
Bowfront profile with 2 drawers featuring embossed textured fronts and bracket feet.

**415-271 Cameo Long Mirror**
68.75W x 6.5D x 30H in.
Bowfront profile with 3 drawers featuring embossed textured fronts and bracket feet.

**415-270 Cameo Frameless Rectangular Mirror**
34.75W x 20.5D x 3.75H in.
2 mirror sizes are available to hang horizontally or vertically.

**415-271 Cameo Frameless Rectangular Mirror**
34.75W x 20.5D x 3.75H in.
2 mirror sizes are available to hang horizontally or vertically.

**415-621 Tamera Nightstand**
34.75W x 18.5D x 30H in.
Bowfront profile with 5 drawers featuring embossed textured fronts and bracket feet.

**415-270 Cameo Frameless Rectangular Mirror**
34.75W x 20.5D x 3.75H in.
2 mirror sizes are available to hang horizontally or vertically.

**415-271 Cameo Frameless Rectangular Mirror**
34.75W x 20.5D x 3.75H in.
2 mirror sizes are available to hang horizontally or vertically.

**415-271 Cameo Frameless Rectangular Mirror**
34.75W x 20.5D x 3.75H in.
2 mirror sizes are available to hang horizontally or vertically.
Shown in 133-71 and contrast back 4119-11 or Lexington Upholstery leathers. Fabrics, a combination of any two fabrics, Available in COM, Lexington Upholstery

- Elegant flowing silhouette with decorative metal buckle on the chair back finished in a polished nickel coloration. Available in standard fabrics 221811 Sebring - A tightly woven chenille construction in an art white coloration. Content: 100% Polyester. Shown on pages 26 and 27

415-905-01 Northbrook Counter Stool

- Seat 17W x 17D x 24H in.
- Decorative nailhead trim in a bright nickel finish. Metal ferrules in a polished stainless steel coloration and metal cross stretcher in polished stainless steel. Available in COM, Lexington Upholstery fabrics, or Lexington Upholstery leathers. Shown in Duralee 60116-21 on pages 30 and 31

- Elegant flowing silhouette with decorative metal buckle on the chair back finished in a polished nickel coloration. Available in COM, Lexington Upholstery fabrics, a combination of any two fabrics, or Lexington Upholstery leathers. Shown in 133-71 and contrast back 4119-11 on pages 24, 28, and 29

- Seat 15W x 18D x 24H in.
- Double saddle-stitched tailoring with a polished stainless metal band in center of situam with mirror bottom. Upholstered in leather 15411 Clarence, A breathable faux leather in an art white coloration with an extremely supple hand. Content: 100% Polypropylene. Decorative nailhead trim in a bright nickel finish around the base. Mirror plate 14.875W x 14.875D x .1875 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on page 10 and 52

415-944 Clarendon Upholstered Cocktail Table

- 48H x 48D x 17H in.
- Double saddle-stitched tailoring with a polished stainless metal band in center of situam with mirror bottom. Upholstered in leather 15411 Clarence, A breathable faux leather in an art white coloration with an extremely supple hand. Content: 100% Polypropylene. Decorative nailhead trim in a bright nickel finish around the base. Mirror plate 14.875W x 14.875D x .1875 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on page 41, 42, and 45

415-955 Hoffinan End Table

- 18W x 18D x 23.5H in.
- Polished stainless steel metal base and decorative stretcher with a mirrored top. Mirror plate 14.875W x 14.875D x .1875 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on pages 19 and 52

- 46.25W x 22.5D x 79.5H in.
- Upper section: 2 bi-fold doors with decorative contemporary fretwork, 3 adjustable glass shelves, pull-out gray laminated serving shelf, mirrored shelf, 2 drawers right side drawer has a sliding storage box, decorative stretcher with a mirrored top. Base: Decorative cross stretcher Console of 961B Base

415-953 Glenwood End Table

- Stationary ultra-clear glass shell, mirrored bottom shell Glass shell 21.75W x 21.75D x .5 inch thick, polished edges. Mirrored shelf 17.875W x 21.875D x .125 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on pages 46, 47, 53, 54, and 55

- 16W x 28D x 24H in.
- Double saddle-stitched tailoring with a polished stainless metal band in center of situam with mirror bottom. Upholstered in leather 15411 Clarence, A breathable faux leather in an art white coloration with an extremely supple hand. Content: 100% Polypropylene. Decorative nailhead trim in a bright nickel finish around the base. Mirror plate 14.875W x 14.875D x .1875 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on pages 19 and 52

415-903-01 Geneva Upholstered Arm Chair

- 24W x 26.5D x 41H in.
- Elegant flowing silhouette with decorative metal buckle on the chair back finished in a polished nickel coloration. Available in standard fabrics 221811 Sebring - A tightly woven chenille construction in an art white coloration. Content: 100% Polyester. Shown on page 26

415-951 Savino Accent Table

- 14W x 14D x 23.5H in.
- Stationary ultra-clear glass shell, mirrored bottom shell Glass shell 11.75W x 27.75D x .5 inch thick, polished edges. Mirrored shelf 47.875W x 27.875D x .125 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on pages 46, 47, and 50

- 415-943 Glenwood Cocktail Table

- 52W x 32D x 17H in.
- Decorative nailhead trim in a bright nickel finish. Metal ferrules in a polished stainless steel coloration and metal cross stretcher in polished stainless steel. Available in COM, Lexington Upholstery fabrics, or Lexington Upholstery leathers. Shown on page 31

- 415-945 Rivendale Cocktail Table

- 58.25W x 32.25D x 17H in.
- Wood framed inset tempered glass top, acrylic legs, wood framed mirrored bottom shelf Tempered glass top 52.875W x 26.875D x .375 inch thick, polished edges. Mirrored shelf 52.875W x 26.875D x .25 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on Front Cover and page 34

- 415-952-01 Northbrook Bar Stool

- 18W x 18D x 24H in.
- Decorative nailhead trim in a bright nickel finish. Metal ferrules in a polished stainless steel coloration and metal cross stretcher in polished stainless steel. Available in COM, Lexington Upholstery fabrics, or Lexington Upholstery leathers. Shown on page 31

- 415-955-01 Savino Accent Table

- 14W x 14D x 23.5H in.
- Stationary ultra-clear glass shell, mirrored bottom shell Glass shell 11.75W x 27.75D x .5 inch thick, polished edges. Mirrored shelf 47.875W x 27.875D x .125 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on pages 46, 47, and 50

- 415-952-01 Northbrook Bar Stool

- 18W x 18D x 24H in.
- Decorative nailhead trim in a bright nickel finish. Metal ferrules in a polished stainless steel coloration and metal cross stretcher in polished stainless steel. Available in COM, Lexington Upholstery fabrics, or Lexington Upholstery leathers. Shown on page 31

- 415-903-01 Geneva Upholstered Arm Chair

- 24W x 26.5D x 41H in.
- Elegant flowing silhouette with decorative metal buckle on the chair back finished in a polished nickel coloration. Available in standard fabrics 221811 Sebring - A tightly woven chenille construction in an art white coloration. Content: 100% Polyester. Shown on page 26

- 415-953-01 Northbrook Counter Stool

- 17W x 17D x 24H in.
- Decorative nailhead trim in a bright nickel finish. Metal ferrules in a polished stainless steel coloration and metal cross stretcher in polished stainless steel. Available in COM, Lexington Upholstery fabrics, or Lexington Upholstery leathers. Shown on page 31

- Seat 17W x 17D x 24H in.
- Double saddle-stitched tailoring with a polished stainless metal band in center of situam with mirror bottom. Upholstered in leather 15411 Clarence, A breathable faux leather in an art white coloration with an extremely supple hand. Content: 100% Polypropylene. Decorative nailhead trim in a bright nickel finish around the base. Mirror plate 14.875W x 14.875D x .1875 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on page 41, 42, and 45

- 415-952 Hoffinan End Table

- 18W x 18D x 23.5H in.
- Polished stainless steel metal base and decorative stretcher with a mirrored top. Mirror plate 14.875W x 14.875D x .1875 inch thick, polished edges. Shown on pages 10 and 52

- 415-955 Carrington End Table

- 21W x 20D x 24H in.
- Tapered saber legs with 1 wonders shell Shown on Front Cover and pages 33, 34, 35, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, and 54
415-073 Bedford Park Hall Chest
52.5W x 19.25D x 34H in.
Baseboard profile, 2 doors with textured front panels, 2 drawers, 4 adjustable shelves, grommets for cord management
Shown on pages 38 and 39

415-908 Brookfield Media Console
42W x 18D x 26.5H in.
4 open compartments and 4 full-extension drawers with embossed textured panels, grommets for cord management
Upper open compartments: 38.5W x 4.75H in. each
Lower open compartments: 38.5W x 9.5H in. each
Shown on pages 58 and 59

1792-11A Dover Chair
28W x 30D x 44H in.
Arms: 23.5H in, Seat: 18H in.
Inside: 20W x 20D in.
Standard Seat: Tight
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Finish: Available only as shown - Sanibel
Standard Features: One 16.5 x 10" Lux Down Kidney Pillow. Button Pulls on Inside Back
Available only as shown - Shown in 8035-51
One 16.5 x 10” Kidney Pillow in 4626-51
Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on pages 38 and 39

415-088 Hamilton Media Console
72W x 18D x 41H in.
2 embossed textured sliding doors, grommets for cord management, open end panels
Left and right side facing
1 adjustable glass shell, grommet for cord management
Center: 1 drawer, 1 adjustable wooden shelf, grommet for cord management
Shown on pages 58 and 59

1792-11 Dover Chair
28W x 30D x 44H in.
Arms: 23.5H in, Seat: 18H in.
Inside: 20W x 20D in.
Standard Seat: Tight
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Finish: Kensington
Standard Features: One 16.5 x 10" Lux Down Kidney Pillow. Button Pulls on Inside Back
Shown in 5269-71 Gr. 6, finish Charcoal
Shown on page 55

1872-44 Vaughan Ottoman
32W x 20D x 18.5H in.
Seat: 18.5H in.
Standard Seat: Tight
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Standard Feature: One 18” Lux Down Throw Pillow
Shown in 3057-21 Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on pages 53 and Back Cover

7236-11 Nash Chair
48.5W x 34.5D x 31H in.
Arms: 24H in, Seat: 18.5H in.
Inside: 34W x 24.5D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Standard Feature: One 18” Lux Down Throw Pillow
Shown in 6428-37 Gr. 10, Contrast Seat Cushion, Seat Front, and Allover Welt in 0125-31 Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on pages 41, 44 and 45

1848-11 Gatewick Chair
29.5W x 28.5D x 32H in.
Arms: 201H in, Seat: 18.5H in.
Inside: 24.5W x 16.5H in.
Standard Seat: Tight
Standard Back: Blend Down
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Shown on 0133-51 Gr. 6, Contrast Back in 6459-51 Gr. 8 with Welt in 0125-51 Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on Front Cover and pages 32 and 35

7291-23 Hampstead Settee
60W x 25.5D x 33H in.
Arm: 33H in, Seat: 18H in.
Inside: 47W x 18D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Finish: Available only as shown - Sanibel
Standard Feature: Two 18” Lux Down Throw Pillows
Shown in 0138-37 Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on page 53 and Back Cover

7238-11SW Piper Swivel Chair
32W x 32D x 26.5H in.
Inside: 24W x 24D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Feature: Swivel Mechanism
Shown in 5280-21 Gr. 10, Contrast Allover Welt in 2208-11 Gr. 4
Shown on pages 4 and 56

1847-11SW Robertson Swivel Chair
32W x 32D x 26.5H in.
Arms: 18H in, Seat: 28H in.
Inside: 21W x 24D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Feature: Swivel Mechanism
Shown in 0133-71 Gr. 3, Contrast Welt on Body, Outarms and Outback in 0137-71 Gr. 6, Contrast Buttons in 0137-71 Gr. 6
Shown on pages 47 and 48

7239-11SW Robertson Swivel Chair
32W x 32D x 26.5H in.
Arms: 18H in, Seat: 28H in.
Inside: 21W x 24D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Feature: Swivel Mechanism
Shown in 0133-71 Gr. 3, Contrast Welt on Body, Outarms and Outback in 0137-71 Gr. 6, Contrast Buttons in 0137-71 Gr. 6
Shown on pages 47 and 48

7294-23 Harrington Settee
65W x 26.5D x 33H in.
Arms: 33H in, Seat: 18H in.
Inside: 47W x 18D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Feature: Available only as shown - Sanibel
Standard Finish: Two 18” Lux Down Throw Pillows
Shown in 0138-37 Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on page 53 and Back Cover

1814-44-443 Vaughn Ottoman
32W x 20D x 18.5H in.
Seat: 18.5H in.
Standard Seat: Tight
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Standard Feature: One 18” Lux Down Throw Pillow
Shown in 0138-37 Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on page 53 and Back Cover

1846-11 Gatewick Chair
29.5W x 28.5D x 32H in.
Arms: 201H in, Seat: 18.5H in.
Inside: 24.5W x 16.5H in.
Standard Seat: Tight
Standard Back: Blend Down
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Shown on 0133-51 Gr. 6, Contrast Back in 6459-51 Gr. 8 with Welt in 0125-51 Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on Front Cover and pages 32 and 35

Shown in 5269-71 Gr. 6, finish Brush Charcoal
Shown on page 55

7238-11SW Piper Swivel Chair
32W x 32D x 26.5H in.
Inside: 24W x 24D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Feature: Swivel Mechanism
Shown in 5280-21 Gr. 10, Contrast Allover Welt in 2208-11 Gr. 4
Shown on pages 4 and 56

1847-11SW Robertson Swivel Chair
32W x 32D x 26.5H in.
Arms: 18H in, Seat: 28H in.
Inside: 21W x 24D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Feature: Swivel Mechanism
Shown in 0133-71 Gr. 3, Contrast Welt on Body, Outarms and Outback in 0137-71 Gr. 6, Contrast Buttons in 0137-71 Gr. 6
Shown on pages 47 and 48

1872-44 Vaughan Ottoman
32W x 18D x 18.5H in.
Seat: 18.5H in.
Standard Seat: Tight
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Shown in 0137-71 Gr. 6, Around Base Tassel Fringe: 6033-12, finish Sanibel
Shown on page 50

Shown in 3057-21 Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on pages 53 and Back Cover

7236-11 Nash Chair
48.5W x 34.5D x 31H in.
Arms: 24H in, Seat: 18.5H in.
Inside: 34W x 24.5D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Standard Feature: One 18” Lux Down Throw Pillow
Shown in 6428-37 Gr. 10, Contrast Seat Cushion, Seat Front, and Allover Welt in 0125-31 Gr. 3, finish Sanibel
Shown on pages 41, 44 and 45
7006-33 Channelers Sofa
K3W x 39.5D x 35.5H in.
Arm: 24.5H in, Seat: 17.5H in.
Inside: 73.5W x 23D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Blend Down
Standard Features: Two 18" Lux Down Throw Pillows, two 20" Lift Down Throw Pillows
Shown in 3011-31 Gr. 4, finish Sanibel
Shown on page 51.

7032-11 Brookline Chair
30.5W x 35.5D x 38H in.
Arm: 24.5H in, Seat: 17.5H in.
Inside: 73.5W x 23D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Blend Down
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Standard Feature: Available only as shown - Sanibel
Available only as shown - Shown in 2211-11, two 18" Throw Pillows in 8026-31, finish Sanibel
Shown on pages 40, 41, 44 and 45.

7065-33 Hudson Sofa
K3W x 38.5D x 35.5H in.
Arm: 24.5H in, Seat: 17.5H in.
Inside: 73.5W x 23D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Blend Down
Standard Features: Two 18" Lux Down Throw Pillows, two 20" Lift Down Throw Pillows
Shown in 3011-31 Gr. 4, two 18" Throw Pillows in 3010-46 Gr. 6. Tape on Base of Skirt 612-21.
Shown on page 30.

7072-11 Kempton Chair
32.5W x 36.5D x 36H in.
Arm: 22.5H in, Seat: 18.5H in.
Inside: 20.5W x 24D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tuffed
Standard Feature: Swivel Mechanism
Shown in 5261-71 Gr. 6, Contrast Welt on Back, all 18" Throw Pillows, two 20" Throw Pillows, #1 Nailhead Trim – 3/8" Old Brass
Shown in 2254-11 Gr. 3, two 20" Throw Pillows
Standard Features: Two 18" Lux Down Throw Pillows
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Shown in 0134-21 Gr. 6, Signature Tape on Base of Skirt 607-21
Shown on Front Cover and pages 2, 3, 33.

7092-33A Brookline Sofa
K3W x 38.5D x 35.5H in.
Arm: 24.5H in, Seat: 17.5H in.
Inside: 73.5W x 23D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Blend Down
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Standard Feature: Two 18" Lux Down Throw Pillows
Shown in 0137-51 Gr. 6, #13 Nailhead Trim – 3/8" Nickel
Shown in 9065-71 Gr. 2, finish Sanibel
Shows on pages 54.

7985-53 Signiac Sofa
87.5W x 43.5D x 37.5H in.
Arm: 25.5H in, Seat: 20.5H in.
Inside: 78.5W x 22.5D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Blend Down
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Standard Feature: Available only as shown - Sanibel
Available only as shown - Shown in 2211-11, two 18" Throw Pillows in 8026-31, finish Sanibel
Shown on pages 46, 47, 48, 50 and 51.

LL1601-11 Opal Chair
27.5W x 28D x 44.5H in.
Arm: 26.5H in, Seat: 21H in.
Inside: 23W x 21D in.
Standard Seat: Tight
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Finish: Ebony
Standard Feature: #13 Nailhead Trim – 3/8" Nickel
Shown in 9031-21 Gr. 5, #13 Nailhead Trim – 3/8" Nickel
Finish Sanibel
Shown on pages 10 and 16.
Also Available: 1001-11 Opal Chair

LL1872-44 Vaghan Leather Ottoman
32W x. 18.5D x 15.5H in.
Seat: 18.5H in.
Standard Seat: Tight
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Shows in 9056-71 T-2
 Shows on page 54.

LL228-1HW Piper Leather Swivel Chair
32W x. 26.5D x 26.5H in.
Arm: 28H in, Seat: 18H in.
Inside: 27.5W x 22.5D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Blend Down
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Standard Feature: #20" Lift Down Throw Pillows, #1 Nailhead Trim – 3/8" Old Brass
Shown in 2286-71 Gr. 5, two 20" Throw Pillows in 5261-71 Gr. 6, #13 Nailhead Trim – 3/8" Nickel
Finish Sanibel
Shows on pages 15, 16.

7985-33A Brookline Sofa
K3W x 38.5D x 35.5H in.
Arm: 24.5H in, Seat: 17.5H in.
Inside: 73.5W x 23D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Blend Down
Standard Finish: Sanibel
Standard Feature: Available only as shown - Sanibel
Available only as shown - Shown in 2211-11, two 18" Throw Pillows in 8026-31, finish Sanibel
Shown on pages 40, 41, 44 and 45.

LL228-1HW Robertson Leather Swivel Chair
32W x 26.5D x 26.5H in.
Arm: 18H in, Seat: 24H in.
Inside: 20W x 24D in.
Standard Seat: Ultra Down
Standard Back: Tight
Standard Feature: Swivel Mechanism
Shows in 9043-71 Gr. 4.
Cushion on Outarms and Outback and Contrast Buttons in 0626-11 Gr. 4.
Shown on pages 54.

Furniture Care

- Avoid prolonged exposure to direct sunlight.
- Do not leave plastic or rubber materials on wood surfaces.
- Wipe up spills immediately.
- Clean with a non-solvent furniture Polish, rubbing with the grain.
- Avoid common hazards such as hot dishes (use a protective pad), harsh solvents (mail polish remover, alcohol), and abrasives.

Metal Care
- Maintain with regular dusting.
- Wipe up spills immediately.
- Clean with mild soap and water, dry thoroughly.
- Do not use a brass cleaner (it will damage the lacquer).

Upholstery Care
- See your Lexington Upholstery dealer, visit www.lexington.com, or call 336-474-5300, ext. 2.
- Never remove cushions for covering. Never use bleach or any tumble method of cleaning.

Construction Note
- In order to provide our customers with the best possible quality and value, this collection includes items or components produced outside the United States. All Lexington Home Brands furniture is produced to Lexington Home Brands design and material specifications and crafted to meet the highest quality standards.

Note to Furniture Retailers
- Possession of this catalog does not constitute authority to purchase; and the furnishing of this catalog does not constitute an offer by the Company to sell any of the items contained herein. Lexington Home Brands (LHB) reserves the right to alter specifications or discontinue items at any time without advance notice. All price lists and catalogs remain the property of LHB, and may not be copied or in any way duplicated without the express written consent of LHB, and must be returned, or made available, without cost. In LHB products, should the relationship be terminated by either party. Failure to observe this restriction may result in legal action or both.
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